
Most parents try really hard to give their kids the best possible life. They give
them the best food and clothes they can afford, take their own kind of take on
training kids, be honest, and polite. But what they don’t realize is no matter how
much they try, their kids will get out there. Out to this complicated little world.

If they are lucky they will survive, through backstabbers, broken hearts, failures
and all the kinds of invisible insane pressures out there. But most kids get lost
in them. They will get caught up in all kinds of bubbles. Trouble bubbles. Bubbles
that continuously tell them that they are not good enough. Bubbles that get them
carried away with what they think is love, give them broken hearts. Bubbles that
will blur the rest of the world to them, make them feel like that is it, that
they’ve reached the end.

Sometimes, even the really smart kids, make stupid decisions. They lose control.
Parents need to realize that the world is getting complicated every second of every
day. With new problems, new diseases, new habits. They have to realize the vast
probability of their kids being victims of this age, this complicated era.

Your kids could be exposed to problems that no kind of therapy can help. Your kids
could be brainwashed by themselves to believe in insane theories that drive them
crazy. Most kids will go through this stage. The lucky ones will understand. They
will grow out of them. The unlucky ones will live in these problems. Grow in them
and never move forward. They will cut themselves, overdose on drugs, take up
excessive drinking and smoking, for the slightest problems in their lives.

You can’t blame these kids for not being thankful or satisfied with what they have.
Their mentality eludes them from reality.


